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Andrea Pozzo’s worked for the Venerable English College around 1700. Pozzo and his workshop seem to have been involved in an ambitious plan to modernise the College, both by designing a new church and by consolidating new public spaces through their pictorial decoration. Pozzo’s contribution completed a project that had begun in the 1680s, bringing it to a very Jesuit completion. Berhard Kerber published Pozzo’s plans for a new church in 1972; Birgitta Kuhn one of the paintings in the refectory in 1984.​[1]​ In this paper I will bring these together with other works, including a garden fresco not previously published. I will also offer new evidence that I believe explains how Pozzo came to work at the English College in the first place. What this case study highlights is the scope of Pozzo’s artistic vision – from more modest paintings and frescoes to the grandly public designs for a new church. 

Hospice and College
The Venerable English College was one of a number of similar institutions in Rome endowed by Gregory XIII (1572-85) as a seminary (Fig. 85). In 1579 much of the fourteenth-century hospice for English pilgrims was converted into a college to train priests to send back to face possible martyrdom in Elizabeth I Tudor’s England where it had been made illegal to practice Roman Catholicism openly. It is in the heart of the historic centre of the city, near Campo dei’ Fiore where it continues to operate as a seminary. In the second half of the sixteenth century this was the part of the city effectively handed over to the reformed religious orders by the papacy to form a ‘third pole’ of papal influence and religious vigour in Rome, alongside St Peter’s and St John Lateran.​[2]​ From its foundation in 1579 until the suppression of the order in 1773, the College was administered by the Jesuits (though it was never formally a Jesuit house). 
The Jesuit relationship with the English College was always complex which makes Andrea Pozzo’s work there all the more remarkable. By 1700 the Jesuits had run the College for more than a century. The students attended classes at the Collegio Romano, the Jesuit central seminary, and at the English College where they learned skills relevant for the English mission, including methods for countering Protestant religious arguments. Special care was taken to ensure that the College did not become a recruiting ground for the Jesuits however.​[3]​ From 1579 the students took the ‘Missionary Oath’ swearing that they would not join a religious community while they were in Rome, which would have wasted the investment made in them. In England itself the Jesuits who made it there to work covertly as priests were often suspected by indigenous English Catholics and Protestants alike. Throughout its long history the College has been beset with problems of identity and jurisdiction.
There was another more pressing problem in the late-seventeenth century. With the restoration of the monarchy in England under Charles II in 1660, and the king’s attempts to introduce religious freedom, the fortunes of English Catholics waxed and waned, and arguments over whether or not there should be English bishops again or the continued government of Vicars Apostolic who reported directly to Rome remained alive. The English College was in the middle of all this: was it a permanent or only a temporary solution to cope with the problem of Roman Catholicism’s official censure in England and Wales?
Financial problems as well as the precarious position of English Catholics meant that little had been done to improve the fabric of the college and hospice complex since the 1580s. They remained a ramshackle accumulation of properties until the middle of the seventeenth century. In a report of the 1660s it was described as “old, with neither convenience nor architectural merit, with narrow and inconvenient stairs; only ten rooms to serve to accommodate the scholars… and a few others for the rector, the other ministers and officials”.​[4]​ In fact, the floor of the fifteenth century church had collapsed in 1687.​[5]​ All that soon changed. In the 1650s the neighbouring Corte Savella, the old papal prison, was bought and some modifications carried out. Then the area covered by the prison buildings was replaced with an elegant palazzo, designed both to be rented out for income and to represent the cardinal’s favourable position at the British royal court. In the 1680s works were extended to the College itself which was redeveloped to make a coherent, commodious and modern institution.
The main catalyst for these improvements, Cardinal Philip Howard (1629-94), was a Dominican and Vicar General of his order from 1660 (Fig. 86). His career had taken off in the court of King Charles II, where he became chaplain to the Roman Catholic Queen Catherine of Braganza in 1662. Howard then left England for good in 1675, the year he was made cardinal of Santa Cecilia in Trastevere (opting in 1679 for Santa Maria sopra Minerva where he was eventually buried). In 1680 he was made Cardinal Protector of England and Scotland, succeeding Cardinal Barberini who had died the previous year. As Cardinal Protector, the English College came under his jurisdiction. His powers included the right to refuse or admit any student, a task he seems to have taken care to carry out. He was also interested in the daily life of the College, including its residential accommodation and facilities.​[6]​ He was inspired by the ideas of the Bavarian priest and mystic, Bartholomäus Holzhauser (1613-58), which were formally recognised in the papal endorsement (in 1680 and 1684) of the “Institute of Clerics Living in Common” or “Bartholomites” (sometimes “Communists”). Howard considered imposing a new constitution on the English College to reflect Holzhauser’s ideas, and, although this does not seem to have happened, it is tempting to view changes in the College complex as part of this initiative.​[7]​ The new communal spaces added at his time were necessary for the communal living, praying and meditation central to Holzhauser’s vision. 
Although Howard lived mainly as a Dominican at Santa Sabina on the Aventine, he also seems to have invested financially in a palace at the English College at an early stage, in 1683.​[8]​ In 1685 the vagaries of the British monarchy intervened once more, and, with the accession of the Catholic King James II, Howard’s presence in Rome became more significant. Howard moved into the more ‘official’ setting of his palace adjoining the English College which was decorated and furnished appropriately for his new diplomatic role. His ascendency was short-lived however as James II was deposed in 1688. Howard died in his palace at the English College in June 1694.​[9]​ Significantly for the Jesuit administrators, thereafter, there was no cardinal-protector of the English College from 1694 until 1706.

The College complex. 
Andrea Pozzo’s contact with the English College seems to have been the last stage of an intense period of two decades of improvements at the College. In 1682 the Maestro delle Strade, Cardinal Altieri, granted permission for the College to realign its property along the Via di Monserrato, from the Howard’s Palazzetto to the church.​[10]​ The architect was Francesco Massari (+ 1705), who had been Borromini’s sole servant and assistant at his death in 1667 and the major beneficiary of his will.​[11]​ The ‘muratore’ was Giovanni Giacometti.​[12]​ The works were paid for by the sale of some rural properties in 1685.​[13]​ In 1685 major changes had already been completed – the College now had a purpose-built library and Howard’s palace was complete – though work continued on until 1689.​[14]​ 
The main rebuilding affected the area of the old prison to the left hand side of the College church. Changes behind and to the right hand side of the church (the site of the original hospice) were more minimal, designed to join the old and new buildings together (Fig. 87). With Howard’s death in 1694 two scenarios are possible: either works that were planned but halted in the late 1680s were continued by the College and its Jesuit staff, or the Jesuits decided to build on Howard’s contribution by continuing the project in their own way. Between 1694 and 1706 the fact that the College was without a cardinal-protector meant that the Jesuit administrators enjoyed a period of relative freedom; there was no one who could interfere in Jesuit business and remind them of their subordinate role at the institution.​[15]​ The result was a period of intense activity reflecting at the English College reflecting the concurrent Jesuit campaign to celebrate its saints and missions through the magnificent embellishment of its churches. The only limit was probably money, as is so often the case: the edge of Howard’s palace, on the left hand side of the current church, remains unfinished to this day.
In the second volume of his treatise on perspective, published in 1700, Pozzo suggests that he would have liked to have built a college or conventual complex in Rome – perhaps the English College. He includes plans and elevations for a small number of projects, explaining that one of them had come close to being carried out.
I felt it timely to put forward to you these three examples, in which the interior, exterior and elevation of a temple devised by me are contained together with a plan, for a work which was not begun at Rome because of the excessive expense. I have done so to sharpen your mind through its consideration and so that you too may devise similar things both for building and for painting according to optical principles. ...​[16]​ 
Each of the published projects is an ecclesiastical complex, consisting of a variety of rooms and halls centred on a church. These apparently make the most of awkward spaces between pre-existing buildings. One of them, for example, is for a religious house or college big enough for 25-30 people, designed to fit on a triangular plot, with a three-sided church at its heart surmounted by a large dome lighting the space from above.​[17]​
Preserved in the English College archive are plans which describe another set of conventual buildings to add to the Pozzo collection (Figs 84, 88-89). These offer an innovative solution to the problem of building a church on the restricted site of the English College. Measurements given on the plans show that they were designed to fit precisely the space now filled by the nineteenth century building (by Virginio Vespignani 1864-88).​[18]​ According to Pozzo’s unexecuted plans, the axis of the church would have been turned through ninety degrees so that it would have had a facade on the street, something the original church and the present one lack. The arms of Clement XI (1700-1721) that are used on both the roof line and above the door – the three monti and the star behind the cross above the entrance – date the plans to the same time as Pozzo’s documented contact with the College in 1701 and before he left Rome in 1702/3 (Fig. 88). This would also suggest a very early date in Clement XI’s pontificate, one of the first indications of the campaigns of restoration and preservation that characterised his papacy. As Christopher Johns has shown, although Clement XI was a true heir to the urban vision of Alexander VII (1655-67) – a vision based on the integration of ancient Christian and classical monuments with the contemporary urban fabric – political circumstances diminished his achievement.​[19]​ Moreover, with specific regard to the English College, Clement XI was a supporter of the Catholic Stuart cause to reclaim the throne of Britain, the English College an important part of the mission to reconvert England to Catholicism.
A lack of financial resources was almost certainly the reason why Pozzo’s plans for the English College were never executed. Funds had been scarce since the first days of the College and that continued throughout the seventeenth century. While a 1739 visitation report praised the College buildings – they were spacious, light and of good air – it also noted that the church was still the ancient structure and that the College accounts were in a terrible state.​[20]​ 
Pozzo’s plans for the English College represent a bold initiative to construct a church that was distinctively Jesuit in derivation and character. His proposal would have been the defining part of the unification of the rather ramshackle and sprawling college complex.​[21]​ Bernard Kerber pointed to the links in the ground plan with Gian Lorenzo Bernini’s Sant’Andrea al Quirinale (1658-76), the church of the Jesuit novitiate.​[22]​ “The unquestionable jewel of Bernini’s church architecture”, Sant’Andrea was designed to make the most of an awkward space, to inspire Jesuit novices in the rigours of the Jesuit spiritual exercises and to celebrate the patronage of ambitious cardinals.​[23]​ What the English College church clearly lacked was a patron, preferably an ambitious cardinal. Thus, ironically, the freedom allowed by the lack of a cardinal-protector was also the project’s downfall. The loss is all the greater when Pozzo’s main innovation is considered: the staggered vault which would have made the ceiling of the lofty void appear to float in a sea of light, Kerber described as “an other/over worldly’ effect, a floating glimpse of heaven.​[24]​ It was, however, the inspiration for the abbey church at Weltenburg (begun 1716) by Cosmas Damian Asam.​[25]​ 
Despite the failure of the church project, other interventions by Pozzo were undertaken. In December 1700 a payment was made for the gold frame for the large painting made for the refectory by the “reverend father Pozzo” (Fig. 90).​[26]​ The Pharisee’s Supper survives in the refectory, its subject – the learned discourse of Christ and the Pharisees pictured above the table and the repentant Mary Magdalen in the middle foreground beneath – appropriate for its setting. In February and again in September 1701 Pozzo was paid a total of 62 scudi for “diverse works of painting” including quadri in the rooms of the Jesuits.​[27]​ He did not work alone however: between December 1699 and July 1701 Paolo Gamba, presumably a mural painter responsible for the decorative and architectural aspects of Pozzo’s overall scheme, was paid 258 scudi.​[28]​ These were presumably paintings for the refectory and the Jesuits’ Martyrs’ Chapel, rooms that were added to the College in the same period (Figs 91, 92). The ceiling of the refectory bears a powerful image of Saint George on his horse, slaying the dragon, patron saint of England but also symbol of the Catholic Church militant. The chapel was painted with a scene of the Assumption of the Virgin. Both ceiling frescoes make the relatively low vaults appear much higher than they are, and both seem to rise to greet the viewer as they enter the space. They make the most of the relatively modest spaces they inhabit, dominating and defining them.
Pozzo was well known at the Jesuit-run colleges in Rome: he worked for the Collegio Germanico e Ungarico at the Collegio Sant’Apollinare where he painted an Assumption in tempera and other oil paintings.​[29]​ He also painted the chapel of the Collegio Romano’s Vigna della Balbina, where Ignatius had stayed in 1556, and the corridor of the Casa Professa.​[30]​ While his biographers do not explicitly mention his work at the English College, Pascoli, for example, says that he “dispinse diversi altri quadri, diversi altri edifizzi per esposizioni, e sepolcri, e diverse altre macchine in altri generi anche per altre città d’Italia, ove mandò pure diversi disegni d’altari, di chiese, di collegi, di teatri, e di palagi”.​[31]​ His link with the English College is not hard to find – it was staffed by Jesuits and its students attended classes that included natural philosophy, geometry and perspective at the Collegio Romano where Pozzo himself had a workshop and ran courses on painting and architecture: Baldinucci records that many young students from many different places frequented Pozzo’s “scuola” which he describes as “una vasta soffitta del Collegio del Gesù” (the Casa Professa) and later a room in the Collegio Romano.​[32]​ Some of these students helped Pozzo complete projects, and some of them took his ideas with them on Jesuit missions and as far afield as Peking.​[33]​
Throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries almost all of the dozen or so Jesuits who looked after the English College and its students were English. There are rare exceptions however. One of them is Francesco Eschinardi whose shared interests may account for Pozzo’s presence there. Born in Rome in 1623, he was trained at the Collegio Romano before going on to teach at the Jesuit colleges in Florence and Perugia. He joined the teaching staff of the Collegio Romano in 1658 where he taught logic, physics, metaphysics and mathematics, including geometry and astronomy. Then he taught at the Scots, English and Irish colleges.​[34]​ By 1685 at the age of 61, but still in good health, he was living at the English College where he served as rector for 3 years.​[35]​ He stayed there until his death in 1703 at the ripe old age of 80. Eschinardi was a well-known mathematician and geographer at a time when Rome was a dynamic centre of scientific observation and experimentation. He published treatises on his interests which included astronomy, timekeeping and clocks – which he also designed. His 1658 treatise, Microcosmi Physicomathematici, includes discussion of perspective for painters.​[36]​ He subsequently worked on geographical and topographical maps of Spain and the area around Frascati. He was one of the select members of the Accademia Fisica-mathematica (founded 1678), dedicated to the study of physical and mathematical matters. He was an active correspondent with scientists as far afield as Paris and met Edward Halley (as in Halley’s comet) in 1681/2.​[37]​ He was clearly passionate about his researches: in the 1690s his superiors at the English College seem to have been irritated with his obsessions, describing him as addicted to his studies in mathematics, optics and perspective. 
Eschinardi and Pozzo were already acquainted: Eschinardi commented on Pozzo’s designs for the altar of St Ignatius in the Gesù in 1695, adding that Pozzo would recognise his rushed handwriting.​[38]​ The interests – and indeed obsessions – of the two men were very close and it seems most likely that their chance coincidence in Rome led to some of the most beautiful and important works of art to decorate the English College.

Garden fresco
A garden fresco is, I believe, a third element of Pozzo’s association with the college which can now be added to the paintings and plans already published by Brigitte Kuhn and Berhard Kerber.​[39]​ Its poor state and partial concealment behind the relic of a Gothic window from the college’s fifteenth century church explains its lack of attention and, at the same time, makes it all the more intriguing.​[40]​
Andrea Pozzo’s earliest works in Rome were for theatre designs, some of which he reproduced in his Prospettiva de’ pittori e architetti (1693 and 1700). These included designs for sacred theatre in the Gesù, which he described as the fusion of real and fictive architecture.​[41]​ The first example included in the treatise is described as the “Teatro delle Nozze di Cana Galilea Fatto nella Chiesa del Gesù di Roma l’anno 1685 per le 40. ore”.​[42]​ These stage sets are not mere geometric exercises: the vanishing point of the perspective, the point of infinity or “divine glory”, pinpoints the tiny figure of Christ. Another design, the last such image for ephemeral architecture in the two-volume treatise, depicts a stage set of columns with jagged entablatures and pediments that frames a scene of the Miracolo della guarigione dello storpio (Fig. 93).​[43]​ 
Comparison of photographs taken of the fresco in the College garden and Pozzo’s Trattato design is incontrovertible (Figs 93, 94): even if it was not painted by Pozzo and his workshop the garden fresco certainly comes from the Trattato. The tiny figures in the foreground of the scene help one another to their feet and up the steps to Christ while the flames of charity burn in urns at the top. Christ’s haloed head is today still just visible between the mullions of the Gothic window in the garden fresco (Fig. 95). From this detail it is clear that the image preserved in the garden fresco has been reversed in the print. It is tempting to suggest that the fresco was taken from a design which then was used in reverse for the print but without further evidence this can only be supposition.
The garden fresco was painted – at least in part – to resolve a problem created by the reconstruction of the College complex. When it was rebuilt in the 1680s the only part of the College that was not altered was the garden. While the old buildings had allowed access to the garden through a loggia adjoining the refectory and along its long axis to a fountain (fed by the Acqua Vergine) at the opposite end, in the new building the entrance was switched to the other side. Visitors entered the College through a door on the left hand side of the church and would have been faced with a view of the garden in front of them – but at its narrowest point. This was a good place for an illusionistic fresco to make up for an otherwise disappointing view. Indeed, the text accompanying the image of Miracolo della guarigione dello storpio explains that “Questa inventione d’architettura potrebbe servire altresì per un Teatro di quarant’ore, o per qualche altro luogo, onde potesse vedersi da lontano, come farebbe nel fondo d’un giardino, o pure nel cortile di un gran palazzo”.​[44]​ 
The image is more than decorative however. In addition to punctuating the view from the College entrance, the charitable narrative it represents is particularly suitable for the English College which maintained the obligations of the original hospice. Ever since the fourteenth century the English hospice had “received all Englishmen without exception (especially pilgrims of the poorer sort) for eight days; and upon consideration for the parties’ necessity, for double and triple longer, with meat, drink and lodging, very competent and honest; and money also according to the parties’ necessity”.​[45]​ Other visitors had more antiquarian interests, among them Dr Richard Rawlinson (1690-1755), an Anglican priest and Jacobite, who visited Rome in the early 1720s and made several visits to the English College during his stay.​[46]​ He recorded inscriptions of those buried in the College church and notes the glass of wine he enjoyed in the refectory, one of the rooms furnished with Pozzo’s paintings.
It is also possible that the garden fresco also served as a theatrical backdrop. There was a long tradition of Jesuit plays and other performances given at the College to which the British community resident in Rome was usually invited. As many as 300 visitors attended, so many that guards had to be hired to control the crowds.​[47]​ While the records of any plays around 1700 do not survive, there are regular entries in College account books of expenses for the celebration of College and Jesuit feasts. These public events served a number of roles. They included viva voce examinations at which students finishing their studies were questioned by members of the ecclesiastical hierarchy. These could be broken up with musical interludes and short theatrical pieces.​[48]​ Other performances took the form of longer plays designed to edify and entertain audiences, but also designed as part of the curriculum, so that the students could practice their skills of communication and persuasion. 

Conclusion
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